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EDITORIAL by Karen de Wit
We spent 2 weeks away from the dogs except for the oldies Cee and
Tana who came with us. We had a great time away, two dogs is just
so EASY!! But we did miss the rest of them and it is nice to be home.
Didn’t get to Hawera, mainly due to being travel-weary, however the
dogs did get quite a bit of training, probably equivalent to running all
classes at Hawera, though we weren't still going till near dark!
Isnt it great how agility competitions are a real EVENT now—its not
just about the competition its also about where to stay, on the
grounds? then—what time does the gate open? Putting down the
tarps for friends, taking plenty to eat (and drink). Getting up early
doesn't quite fit in with the camping idea but that’s what we do anyway!!
March was the last run for this competition series, final results out
soon! Not everyone can win or get a ribbon, but I hope that you all
enjoy your link days/nights getting together with other Club members
and cheering them on, having a go at judging and setting up courses.

This month is the first in a new series:NALA Tri-athlon.
We will run a Gamblers, Jumpers Pairs and a Snooker over 3
months, and add the points together .
There will be individual (height-based) competitions as well as a
Club one. Only those who compete in all 3 Games classes will be
eligible for awards.
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WANTED FOR NALA!!!
Flygility people, South Islanders
and financial whizzes
If you are someone who likes agility, is a club member and goes to
events and is happy to share those fun times with the rest of the
agiliteers in NZ then please put up your hand and give it a go.
We need a person/people to cover the bottom of the South Island.
Perhaps a group of friends or a club would like to take on this
opportunity. Someone who is an experienced competitor will
know the names of people and their dogs, and provide interesting
dialogue.
You will need to send us a maximum of one
article a month, and pictures would be great
as everyone likes to look at pictures that include dogs doing agility!
We also need a keen Flygility person to give
Allan Rohde a well earned rest from this column. There are many people out there as experienced as Allan who like Flygility and want to see it be promoted. Are you one of them? Perhaps you could offer to set the
courses for a couple of months, or provide some copy—try it out
and see for yourself how rewarding it can be.
Fiona Ferrar also would like to pass the financial side of NALA
over to another person, so please put up you hand or talk to Fiona
when you next see her about at events. Are you an accountant or
similar with a few spare hours who loves doing agility? We can
help you find an outlet for your skills and experiences—you could
easily handle the NALA side of things!
Please get in touch if you would like to help out at NALA.
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~ NALA REPORTS ~
Double Perspective from the Top Arf
By Rosemarie J Baker & Diana Mckay
Rosemarie’s ranting ramble
Taupo DTC
This is always a popular show and gathers lots of campers from all
over. I guess it’s the positioning really, nice and central in the North
Island.
Previously held in the Velodrome in Owen Delany Park, this year
the two day event was held on club grounds. It is most certainly a
lovely venue with lots of shady trees, the big club house with its
large deck that holds the canteen. The ladies hidden inside the window of the canteen are always cheery; make lovely homemade
scones, banana cake etc. What about those Mussel Burger’s? Nah
not for me, but they were popular with others.
Saturday was a cool of 13 degrees on our drive to the event; we
were in for a chilly start. It stayed breezy all day with some people
sitting on chairs wearing sleeping bags over their legs. They must
be from Auckland? This was not what we were used to at the Taupo
Feb Champ show.
Being a smallish club Ring Managers & scribes were a little thin on
the ground, but with the plea from the ever chirpy Show Manager
Lyn Sayers many good people stepped forward with offers of help
where they could for this small but busy club. Running three rings
proved to be ok, a little juggling here and there, but isn’t that always
the case these days with the likes of Jumpers C, Novice just getting
bigger by the month.
There was a lot to get through with a triple agility and single jumpers over the next two days, but as always it could be done and in the
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process we would all have great fun competing with our dogs.
Judges lay down some great courses which kept everyone thinking,
I for one enjoyed all the courses I walked and ran, even the ones I
mucked up I couldn’t blame a judge or dog, just average handling.
With sponsorship difficult to find these days for our sport, Taupo
were extremely lucky to have three good sponsors. This certainly
reflected in the prize’s distributed.
Saturday at an end with prize giving brought much excitement.
Grand Jumpers Champion - Sue Willis & Tonic. As mentioned
in my last month’s ranting ramble, things have been changing with
the wetting of Champions. Sue didn’t want a bucket wetting; Lyn
Sayers organized some bubbly that Sue had great fun spraying the
crowd with and then kindly offered a glass to those who wished to
par take. Yep I was in for sure! Was quite a nice touch I thought?
Agility Champion - Julie McConkey & Kodi. There was no way
Julie was getting away from the bucket brigade. She took it all in
her stride and stood while many buckets flowed.
Teams Competition – Excitement for the small team of members
from Akarana when we were told we had won the team’s event.
Awarded was the Taupo shaped wooden trophy with all the badges
dating back to when it first was given out in 1992.
So with
prize giving over
and a
breeze
picking up,
it was too
late to
swim the
dogs in
lake
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Taupo, it was time to head to the motel for a glass of wine.
Sunday was a much nicer morning with the sun shining, a piping
hot 14 degrees drive to the event. People I spoke to in the morning
said it had been a very cold windy evening last night at the grounds
making it not so pleasant for early evening drinkies. This wind is all
over the country and certainly not our usual summer. However the
sun did eventually warm us all up, we then required some sun
block.
The day went well with events running reasonably smoothly.
Wendy Braggar got everything under control and again the prize
giving finished at a reasonable time for travelers to make their way
home.
Thanks Taupo it was great fun as always…..see you in August for
more agility fun.
Cambridge DTC
So a week later and we were now gearing up for the Triple Agility,
one single Jumpers & ADX weekend. This was a mini NZDAC in
that Cambridge had six rings set up with running three.
It was well organized with lots of light blue and white shirts on the
ground when the ring managers said jump, helpers jumped.
Saturday was very steamy and looked like we were in for some
showers as predicted. Sure enough they came, making it very unpleasant. It wasn’t even cold enough to wear a rain coat when there
were a few heavy showers. The day rolled on, out came the blue
skies with searing hot sun. As usual the local scouts provided people with sustenance with their ever popular Nacho’s. It’s always
nice to see children’s groups fund raising and what better place than
a busy dog agility event.
A collection of judges from Hastings, Hamilton, Huntly, Auckland,
Rotorua and Taupo kept us thinking with some excellent courses.
Some of which were executed very well and some were not… no
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further comment.
A few of the events took several hours due to the large entries; Novice seemed to go on forever along with Starters, it’s a long hot job
sometimes being a judge.
Sunday turned out to be different in climate with lots more sun and
dogs feeling the heat as they lined up for their runs. This proved
challenging for some with the odd timer causing problems meaning
a few re-runs in the heat.
There were a few less entries this day. ADX event judged by Cam
List saw 62 entries with only 10 clear rounds. This event particularly gets a mentioned because I got my first Gold. I am very proud
of my girl Kenzy. My only clear round with Cam List this weekend,
oh dear what’s that about?
The day finished smoothly in the capable hands of Diana & Scott.
With prize giving completed by 3.30pm, yet another good show in
Cambridge over till the next time in December when we will be
back to do it all again.
North Shore DTC
This is always a pleasant show held in Greenhithe. Although the
grounds area small and can only hold two rings running at once,
it’s always a good day out.
The usual parking area limited inside the club grounds this time,
was substituted by the North Shore Pony Club next door who allowed one of their adjacent paddocks to exercise the dogs and service the over flow of parking. This worked rather well. Along with
the coffee barrister they had on site that kept the agility punters getting their caffeine fix!
Apart from Jumpers A all other classes were split, this seems to be
the trend in most events these days. I was proud to see a group of
my club competitors in the ribbon line up along with several other
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Northland clubs.
A few issues with timers playing up, which is so frustrating when
you have done an awesome run, then re-run it and stuff it up and
“D” your dog, yep that’s what I did with Piper.
Weather wise it was a moderate day which was pleasant for the
dogs and also handlers. North Shore’s grounds are not flat. This
means both rings have a slight hill incline, no matter what course
the judge’s set it’s either going to be running up or running down.
Although prize giving had a glitch getting started once underway
things got moving.
With the raffle being drawn along with many spot prizes from their
sponsors the day was over.
Hibiscus DTC
As always the sun shone brightly at this club event. I can’t remember in the past several years it raining in Orewa. If it did, it must
have been brief.
This is a Champ event run by Rebecca & Craig Owen and Evelyn
(the agility side of this club is very small) with the help of other
clubs and non-competing personal, they to do it well.
Craig is a small stature of a man, just soldiers on, never stops, building courses, organizing his helpers only taking a brief moment to
run his dogs then back into Ring Managing.
The morning tide helped to cool the dogs down between events,
which is something this club has got going for its shows…a beach
or estuary. The day went very well, with all events running pretty
much to time. Due to the extreme heat we were asked to respect the
Judges standing out there and not practice in the ring. People
obliged which was fair enough under the circumstances.
The show finished early with prize giving underway by 2.45 – 3pm.
Once again Akarana featured in the lineup with the ribbon handouts,
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along with many other great clubs too of course.
Another dog agility weekend over that just flew by. Soon it will be
Christmas, well not quite, not far now till March and another report.
RJB
P.S. As mentioned last week - below is our Secret Roving Reporter
in the field. Watch out it’s Agility “Big Brother”.
Secret Roving Reporter in the field
I am not one to gossip but I hear a little rumour that at upcoming
shows show managers will be asked to enforce the following rule
from the agility regulations:
5.2.4 Dress of competitors
Any competitor whose dress is considered by the Event Manager to
be inappropriate or unreasonable may be barred from the ring.
Now I realize that many of us are making a fashion statement simply by turning up but fashion police are out and beware – this is an
arbitrary rule with no right of appeal.
Does this mean that show entries in future need to be accompanied
by a photo of what the competitor plans to wear, do we start the day
with a little fashion parade and who should sit on the judging panel
to decide if the clothes should be confined to the eighties or not?
To quote Paul Henry “The eighties called and they would like your
hair back” (This column is being brought to you in association with
Snickers bar – you are not you when you are hungry)
And speaking of stars having to come back down to earth. A certain
little dog from Hawkes Bay has been the star attraction at the Wellington Arts festival. Appearing on stage every night to standing
ovations, not realizing her world is about to come crashing down.
Having to return to the little people in the agility world where it all
began. I just hope she doesn’t forget her friends that gave her the
start in stardom.
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And the training tip of the day. Does your dog have a problem with
tunnels? Spec Savers are offering a 2 for 1 on any dog bought in
with confirmed tunnel vision – no cure, no pay!
Have to go now – I am off to a Priest and Prostitute Party. Can’t tell
you what I am going as but I am going with the Archbishop of Canterbury…..

Showsec Section:
So it must be pretty boring being a scribe, right? Gazing for hours
at the judge… Nick Chester must not have been
wearing his bright 80s
throwback shorts for this
event in Cambridge. Apparently this scribe was
Megan Tompsett, who
found a way to pass the
time with these quirky
scribe sheets. How many
languages can I count in?
Along the same lines, we have a call steward who found time to create this masterpiece
whilst
calling
small
dogs to Starters
2.
Look out
Michelangelo.
And
whilst
these are just a
bit of fun, they
were easy to
read and under-
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stand. This next photo, from North Shore, not so much:
That’s
meant to
be a G.
Not an S.
Obviously
there
aren’t
any
S
dogs at the moment, but you get my drift. I don’t want February’s
ShowSec Section to be a bit of a whinge from me, so I’ll just wish
easy-to-read handwriting for every Show Secretary out there and a
request to scribes if I could have 6 and 0 as two different characters? Cheers ;)
Some show stats:
Cambridge – 1805 entries from 313 dogs. Cambridge once again
ran their “three on/three off” six ring circus with great success. The
only class not split here was Jumpers A, which required just two
more mini/micro dogs to split.
North Shore/Hibiscus Coast – a much smaller show with 1221 entries from 253 dogs. Once again, Jumpers A was the only class not
to split. One mini/micro dog was needed for A1, but A2 was further
off, needing another four.
Diana

The Middle North Report
from The Sleuth Hound .
Taupo Agility and Jumpers weekend at the beginning of February
proved to be a boomer. The weather was great and not too hot
thank goodness, especially for the dogs sake.
The Event was held on the Club's grounds unlike last year when it
was held on the Velodrome in the centre of the cycling track. There
were two rings running and a large number of events with 3 x Agility and 1 Jumpers to get through and quite a number of dogs com-
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peting. As there had been very little rain, the grounds were very dry
and it proved to be quite slippery for the dogs in some areas on
course.
Personally I prefer the Velodrome, because although there is a minor hill / slope to walk up and down; the actual surface for the dogs
and competitors to run on was superb. The area around the outside
of the Rings is fairly free of distractions; the view from the top of
the slope is great. On the Clubs grounds and its surrounding area,
there is lots of room for
camping and areas to warm
up your dog as so many
competitors take the opportunity to camp at this
venue.
There were some great
courses and excitement
over the weekend.
On Saturday, Sue Willis
and Tonic achieved their
last win in the Senior Class
to make Tonic up to Agility
Grand Champion. Such a
well deserved title for this
pair. Always a fast and
Photo (1)
Sue wasting a good
dropAgGrCh at
last
Photo (2)
Sue Willis
makes up
Tonic to
AgGrCh at
Taupo
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thrilling ride for Sue, Tonic tackles every course with intense pleasure. Sue has come back after serious back surgery to take on all
competitors. She completed this Title at her home club interspersed
with major contributions to the running of the event.
Maybe a new tradition was born as instead of the usual wetting,
Sue celebrated with a burst of bubbly at the opposition, followed by
drinks all round. Although there was a fair bit of ticker tape thrown
around. I thought this was a much more civilized way to celebrate...
Another popular competitor also gained their final win to make their
dog up to Agility Champion on the Saturday. So it was a double
celebration.
Julie McConkey and
Kodi . Julie seemed
delighted to partake
in the traditional
wetting ceremony.

Photos: Julie gets a
wetting from her
mates
What a great
achievement for this
pair -AGCH with
Kodi
So after a very full
day of competition
and much celebrating everyone turned
up for Sundays
Events. More great
weather and entertainment.
Another Champion
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was crowned.
This time it was Hayley Rohde earning her last Challenge to make
Charm up to Jumpers Champion.
Hayley has worked very hard with
this young dog and achieved a great
deal; so this was truly a very well
deserved accolade.
Now, Hayley has always gone out of
her way to help others celebrate
their achievements and wettings, so
now it was PAYBACK !!!
Soft drink, custard, eggs and other
goodies, as well as water was rained
upon her, but this was taken in good
humour by Hayley and Charm had a
great time feasting on some of the
ingredients.

Hayley and Charm.

The following weekend saw a real clash of options for many people
in this area.
Cambridge Agility Champ and Jumpers Event
OR the Natasha Wise and Matt Goodliffe seminar at Dyson &
Paula's place near Rotorua.
Natasha and Matt from the UK are such great and positive teachers, I feel sure all the people who attended this Seminar had a truly
great weekend - lots to train and then watch out for some fancy
moves ...... What a wonderful opportunity for New Zealand competitors and trainers to learn from some of the best in the world.
I feel you can always learn something even if you do not wish to
change your handling style.
Watch out for .....
30/31 August 2014 – Daisy Peel from the USA is planning to come
to New Zealand.( Still to be confirmed.)
http://www.daisypeel.com for more information.
Catch you all next month with news and views from the Middle
North.
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The Lower North Report
By Kim Nicol .
Firstly congratulations to the zone
3 award winners
Senior - Pete de Wit / Quick = Runner up Aprille McGee/ Smarty
Nov/int Sharon Wagener/Diva =
Runner up, Lorraine Hazelwood/
Bella
Starters Helen Carter /Dart =
Runner up Stacie Clark / Rusty
Jumpers - Pete de wit / Quick =
Runner up Aprille McGee / Smarty
Top mini - Aprille McGhee /
Smarty = Runner up -Kim Nicol /
Lulu
-------------Pictures. Top right: Helen Carter/
Dart, Middle: Stacie Clark/Rusty,
Lower: Peter de Wit/Quick.
Next page: Aprille McGee, Diva,
Lulu, Quick and Bella.
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Agility Takes over
your life - is it bad
for the first thought
when invited to one
of life's milestone
occasions to be - "is
that an agility weekend" It seems to me
all my relatives and
friends turn
21,40,50,60,70 and
80 on the wrong
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day! Closely followed by others who choose to get married in summer, adding more angst. Hence my non appearance at Wairarapa
Jumpers.
Natasha Wise /Matt Goodliffe Seminar
Very kindly hosted by Libby and Wayne Ellery at their gorgeous
home in Fielding. The setting could not have been better - the
weather the same. It started with an indoor session on Friday night
where Natasha and Matt told us about themselves, their dogs and
their "take" on competing. Each day we were treated to wonderful
instruction and personal attention, their encouraging motivating
manner made for an unforgettable weekend. Thank you to Sallie
Remon for organising a most enjoyable seminar, had I known how
inspiring they were I would have booked for the Rotorua seminar
the following weekend and put into practise the "new moves". On a
personal note they were both so patient, as Lulu a week out from
pancreatitis performed like a slug, it could have been embarrassing
but instead was inspirational. Wow. Great to watch Crufts this
week and enjoy their success. Thank you to the ladies in the
kitchen for the yummy morning/afternoon teas.
Wairarapa jumpers
I was enjoying the long summer in Auckland and missed the soggy
weekend that was Wairarapa Jumpers! I must admit it's so much
easier to miss a show when the weather is awful.
Looking over the results there are quite a few people that won more
Than one event - some even more than 2, great to see some new
dogs hitting the headlines. Well done to (in no particular order)
Jazman Ellery, Libby Ellery, Anne packer, Daryl Hogg, Sandra Athea, Caragh Briggs, Marian Holman, Lloyd Pallesen, Stacie Clark
and Rebecca Sidwell.
Hawera
Well well well, never before have I seen queues to buy raffle tickets
- congratulations Hawera on rounding up such fantastic prizes and
needing to buy more raffle books as punters scrambled to be in to
win them. Jonna Gibson was the big winner and took home the
samsung tablet. I won some thingys (best way to describe magnetic
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sticks with yellow balls
on the end) to helps
with reversing - they
help to line up the car
with the caravan - actually I need more help
than that but it's a start.
So far caravan owning
is a steep learning
curve, thanks to all the
helpful "neighbours"
perhaps soon people
will avoid being my
weekend neighbour.
Graeme and Adrienne
thank you for all the
tips. Mostly the
weather was kind,
there was about
30 minutes of
pouring rain
that I managed
to avoid running
in.
Others that had
exceptional
weekends were
Nevenka Patterson, Aprille
McGhee (2
challenges)
Shanice
Clements, Tess
Bayley, Mike
Butler, Bronwyn Morgan,
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Huge congratulations to
Sandra Mohekey
who made Niko
up to Agility Champ
- been great watching their journey.

Clair Smit and Dianne Reid. Sharon Wagener and Diva won their
first senior, and I just happen to know that Louise Williams also had
a good run winning jumpers B with Tick and getting a ribbon and
lots of clear rounds with wee Gnat. Thank you Team Hawera lovely
show and awesome facilities.

One more month and the Link year is over - this position
is vacant, if any of you have read this far please consider
putting your hand up to write about the goings on in
your zone. Perhaps someone from north of wellington
would like to share their view of our sport.

Canterbury Tails
by Sue McKee, Rez & Zest
Quite a busy month this month, as compared to last month.
First off was ...
Canterbury CATS 1st and 2nd February 6x Jumpers
Cold and wet to start with, hot the following day. Unfortunately the
wet ground conditions claimed a victim, Bruce Wilson, who seems
to make a habit of falling over and injuring himself. A few years
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ago he did his shoulder in, at Timaru, and first run of this weekend
he fell over and broke a bone in his foot and is now sporting a moon
boot. Hope you make a full recovery, Bruce.
Some good runs from this Jumpers only event - some new dogs
showing their training with Tim Conolly, Sandra Goodwin, Natasha
Neame all having good runs. Not to be outdone their sister from the
previous litter, Haze, won herself a Jumpers C and there were good
runs from Bernadette Thompson with Bonnie and Darren Johnston
and Zuki. In Jumpers B lots of good runs, Lisa Duff and Fault,
Leanah Magon and Holly, Billie Fletcher and Elsie, not to mention
Heather Drewett and Cadee who seem to be getting it together and
putting in some good runs lately. Mia and Guinness did well too up into B now. All unsplit classes I think. I even surprised myself
with a 3rd in unsplit Jumpers B with the wide-turning Brittany, Rez.
Apologies if I’ve forgotten anyone!
The following weekend was South Canterbury - not strictly Zone 4
but I always love attending this show as it is reasonably close to
home, and I get to catch up with mates from further south, however
Rob and I headed in the opposite direction to a wedding and missed
it. Next time.
Waimakariri ribbon trial 15 February
A nice warm day, good numbers and always good to see the new
people come along and give it a go. Heather Hood and her crazy
girl Niobe Queen of Thieves got a first placing and are now in
Jumpers B for ribbon trials. A good time seemed to be had by all,
and a reasonably early finish so we could go home and do the
chores. Can’t remember much about the rest of the runs - as it is
my home club I didn’t get to watch lots.
Mid-Canterbury Dog Training Club 22 & 23 February
Hot hot hot to start with.
It was a wonderful moment seeing Emma Trimble come over the
finish line in her senior event, realising she had gone clear and that
this had given her the Agility Championship title with her dog,
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Levi. (Picture right) She
dropped to the ground and
hugged her dog - I must admit
to a wee tear in my eye watching her. A great rehome story
too, as Levi was spotted in the
local paper in the Dogwatch
column for rehome a year or
two ago, and Emma’s dad,
Martin, thought he would
make a good running companion. Turns out he liked agility!
On another note, there seem to
be a lot of events becoming
“jumpers only”. I hope that
the new regulations surrounding a “balance” will mean that we are
offered plenty of agility events as well. I guess my ideal mix would
be triple agility, double jumpers or a double double, but I know a
lot of people do love jumpers. I do too, but also like the other skills
that are involved with agility being tested as well.
Oops, almost forgot I had a good weekend with my young chocolate
BC, Zest, who managed to win two of the jumpers C and get top
Jumpers dog overall. Up into B we go after a couple of freebies
coming up. That’s it for me this month. Hopefully there will be a
little more to report on next month.

Central Bark
By Linley, Kliff and Fluke
Canty CATS, 1 &2 February
Great weekend away! And ChCh weather gods were pretty kind.
Some good results from our neck of the woods. Linda Mortimer
and Haze getting their last win in C to jump up into B. Natasha
Neame had some awesome results with Raider (adore this dog),
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winning a B and placing 2nd in a few others. Too many other Natasha achievements to list. ;) But she had a good weekend with her
wee tribe. Also bringing out her latest addition, Joker for his first
run. And Ninja’s loot was starting to look impressive. We were
wondering if Nic would be talking to Tarsh after such great results
with ‘his’ dogs. But luckily he is partial to M&Ms (included in all
the prizes). Sandra Goodwin with Joker’s brother, ‘Fin’ also ran her
new guy for the first time. And achieved a placing! Linda Mortimer was very proud of the ‘kids’. I managed two placings with my
nutjob in B. So, all in all, pretty good results from the top of the
south.
Not from our neck of the woods, but congrats to Anne Cook who
featured in the line ups a lot. Though you were looking a little taller
from when I saw you last. And quite possibly in need of a shave...
Dave. ;) And Heather Drewett and Cadee winning a B. Go girls!
Too many to list as always. Hope everyone had a good time.
Nelson Ribbon Trial, 1st March
The first day of autumn started out co-old! This was a bit of a
shock to our systems as we have been having lovely weather. But I
think we were getting the tail end of the cold front that was hitting
Wellington. But by the end of the day I was unfortunately suitably
sun-burnt. Thanks to Nic again for coming over the hill from Blenheim to judge for us.
Today we saw the re-introduction of non-comp entries. Which was
great! Long overdue. More money in the club kitty. Plus a great
opportunity to get a bit more ‘ring experience’. I chose to run up a
class in Jumpers A. For someone with a dog battling focus and
‘shut down’ issues in ‘show situations’ this proved to be very helpful. And I had a better ‘A’ run than a ‘B’ run (which was just prior
to the A). Big congrats to Sarah Cole who arrived late, hasn’t
trained for weeks and took two ribbons with each of her mini dogs.
I don’t think Sarah could believe she was still going in her first run
with Gerry!
Sorry, I have no deets from Blenheim, the next day. I hope everyone came away with a personal goal achieved.
Till next time..Linley, Kliff and Fluke
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Books
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory,
Intermediate, Advanced
Clean Run, Games book
Clean Run, Course design book
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Building Blocks for Performance
Peak Performance - Coaching the Canine Athlete M.Christine Zink
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Zink
Course Analysis for Agility Handlers Stuart Mah
Ruff Love Susan Garrett
Shaping Success Susan Garrett
Dogwise John Fisher
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid
Developing Jumping Skills
VHS
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exercises.
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Clicker way.
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
About the Handler

DVD
4 on the Floor
2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Poles
Agility Foundation Training
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
Championships
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Championships
Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between Training & Competition
Crate Games for Self-Control &
Motivation
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Foundation Training for Agility 3DVD Set
Great Dog Great Handler, The Winning Combination
Great Dog, Shame about the Handler
How to Win at Gamblers and
Snooker
On Course to Excel
Reliable Running A-frames
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
World Class Weaves
In FOCUS Crying for Control
Go the Distance Vol. 1
LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd,
Lower Hutt 5010 ,
ph: 04-972-7701.
Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR library@nala.org.nz
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Jane Aukett can be contacted on markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz

Beginners and Veterans course
2014-2015 series
Beginners results to markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
Veterans results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
5

10

15

Beginners and Veterans course.
1
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20

20
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15
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3
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3
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6

6

4
4
8
3

5

5
3

9
3

5

10

15
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Results Junior Link Feb 2014
Beginners 11yrs and under
Lauren Meyers

Belle

Mangawhai

0/16.072

1

Niamh Lappin

Bazil

CCATS

0/18.475

2

Amelia McIlhinney

Sanchez

WDTA

0/20.57

3

Niamh Lappin

Trixie

CCATS

D

Zack Lappin

Jake

CCATS

D

Zack Lappin

Trixie

CCATS

D

Michael Rickerby

Lexie

CCATS

D

Emily Koller

Max

CCATS

D

Bobby

Upper Hutt

D

Jessica Mortimer-Doyle

Lily

Nelson

0/18.09

1

Savita Dhanak

Wag

CCATS

10/13.957

2

Jessica Mortimer-Doyle

Kola

Nelson

10/32.25

3

Erin Ball

Mist

Mangawhai

0/31.071

1

Erin Ball

Claire

Mangawhai

0/32.804

2

Lauren Homer

Bella

Mt Maunganui D

Lauren Homer

Tessie

Mt Maunganui D

Experienced 8-11 yrs
Paige Aukett

Beginners 12-20 yrs

Experienced 12-15 years

Experienced 16-20 yrs
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for April
5

10

15

20

25
March Agility Link course
CL = 133m
NB. path from #4-6 in particular
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35
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3
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4
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15

3
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9

7
3
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15

1
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4
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9

2
8
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16

10
6

4
18
5

4

5

17

5

10

5
19

12

15
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CL = 133m
NB: follow line on plan as closely as possible.
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Triathlon, Course 1 = Gamblers.
Results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
Please ask for a spreadsheet to record results on.

5

10

15
Triathlon
#1 20Gamblers. 25
PAP= 30 seconds Gamble = 10 seconds.
Start at "S" from either direction.
Gamble = 1-2-3, handler cannot go into the hatched area.
5

35

35
Points.
weave = 7 points
contacts = 5 points
tunnels and long jump = 3 points
jumps = 1 point

2
3

6

3

Gamble is worth: 2-4-6 points
(12 points total)30

4

30
8
4

3
2
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8
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April Rally course
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April 30th

3F 4

Send Results to : mbutler@ihug.co.nz by

New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
March 2014

7
3
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

14

2
1

9

1. serpentine weave once (#24)
2. Figure of eight (N#1) (around cones
at #2 and #4)
3. left about u-turn (8)
4. serpentine weave once (#24)
5. 270 right turn (9)
6. Circle right dog on outside (N#3)
(see insert for path)
7. left about turn (#29)
8. Call front finish right forward (13)
9. Halt sit (3)
10. 360 right (11)
11. moving side step right (20)

5

6

8

7

12. About turn right (7)
13. Halt sit ( 3)
14. Circle left dog inside
(N#3)
15. Halt walk around (30)
See www.nzaro for plan
and full results

Club
Norwest

Mt Maunganui

Central ADTS

Wanganui DTC

Hawkes Bay

Sth Rangitikei

Sunshine Whk

Canterbury COC

Horowhenua

Selwyn

Otaki K9's

Wairarapa

CHBDTC

Pl
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Sheelah Stevens & Pepsi, Shirley Parker & Bess, Jill Payne & Finn

Robin Gemmill & Col, Melanie Wyse & Jess, Melanie Wyse & Toby

Jenny Purdom & Flynn, Jenny Purdom & Kyla, Helen Carter & Cracka

Sue Neale & River, Sue Neale & Flynn, Sue Neale & Chynah

Nicole Robinson & Diva, Nicole Robinson & Ice, Heather Smith & Phanta

Gay Bouterey & Angel, Janet Bainbridge & Maggie, Kelly Walker & Gael

Gina Boreham & Drift, Diane Rau & Pearl, Trish Funnell & Molly

Barbara James & Jordy, Barbara James & Finn, Barbara James & Shaylar

Dot Janssen & Jana, Dot Janssen & Scarlett, Dot Janssen & Ringo

Betsy Gleeson & Flint, Betsy Gleeson & Suede, Betsy Gleeson & Trace

Vivienne Lewis & Ramble, Jan Voss & Pippa, Mike Butler & Idol

Team members
Maree Green & Ted, Rosalind Walkington & Emma, Rosalind Walkington &
Fletcher
Fiona Goodall & Promise, Fiona Goodall & Luna, Fiona Goodall & Epic

94.7

98.7

99.0

99.0

99.7

99.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Score
100.0

369.200

0.000

363.780

275.290

401.440

305.060

307.310

299.460

279.860

268.680

254.390

245.600

Time
242.670
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Rally Team results ~ February
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Walking a course
a brief guide.
You may only get 5 minutes or so to walk a course, so
make the best use of the time you have available.
Leave gossiping outside the ring!!
You can increase the time you have to walk the course
by already knowing the order of obstacles before you
step into the ring. You can do this by:1. looking at the plan (possible with NALA courses
in NZ)
2. helping to build the course
3. watching while the course is built
4. watching while the course is measured.
When you walk the course try to make a plan that is
1. a group of sequences, rather than numbers in order eg. A sequence Aframe to curved tunnel may
include all the jumps in between.
2. the fastest for your dog
3. includes skills that your dog can do well
4. takes into account what the dog can see
5. takes into account your own ability to get to parts
of the course.
6. Is tailoured to you and your dog, not some other
(slower) dog ie. make sure it’s a plan you can deliver!
Once you have your plan sorted you should be able to
1. memorise it and run it in your head, with your eyes
closed, practicing your moves
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2. draw it accurately
If you work on the two skills
above you are more likely to
able to perform your plan as
you walked it.

be

Even if you do not get to walk
the course, it is far from being
a
disaster or even a disadvantage – there are plenty of instances where the winning run results from no course walk! However, to
give yourself some confidence that you can do it, make sure you walk
around the ring, and view the various obstacles/sequences form different
angles, as this will give you a good idea of how everything is placed. Try
to watch a handler/dog team that runs similar to you before you have your
turn.
Good Luck!!

CLUB COMPETITION
Division 1
1 Counties

Bounce
Windi ADX.G JDX
Flare TCQ FDCH

Marie Wales
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde

24.623
24.634
24.985

74.242

2 Otago 1

AGGRCH JCH Juice
Flash
Briar AD JDX

Anne Cook
Reece Smith
Karen Grant

24.948
25.567
26.237

76.752

3 Mangawhai

Lace ADXG JD
Mist JDX
Claire ADXG JDX

Annette Flannagan
Erin Ball
Erin Ball

25.849
26.071
27.804

79.724

4 Taieri

Kellie
Toto
Bob

Richard Powley
Sallie Remon
Don Leckie

25.900
30.530
31.690

88.120

5 Sth Canterbury

Jonty
Euro

Natasha Coulter
Natasha Coulter

27.740
29.712

89.117
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Travis

Natasha Coulter

31.665

6 Mt Maunganui 1 Cheeky ADXG.JDX
Beta
Promise CGC GOLD

Deb Jackson
Deb Jackson
Fiona Goodall

26.283
29.910
42.626

98.819

7 Waimak 1

Levi
Baz
Rogue

Emma Trimble
Helen Lappin
Graeme Lawson

26.903
29.417
44.143

100.463

8 Top DAWG

Lulu
Seeka
Mya ADXG JDX

Kim Nicol
Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell

31.210
31.956
37.575

100.741

9 Upper Hutt 1

Finn
Paris
Dee

Karen de Wit
Jane Aukett
Karen de Wit

35.224
36.126
37.358

108.708

10 Blenheim 1

Tricot
Toby
Q

Natasha Neame
34.362
Marcela Zatloukalova 35.615
Sheryl Vincent
42.414

112.391

1 Wairarapa

Fern
Tasman ADX JDX
Smudge

Caragh Briggs
27.414
Sharleen Drummond 29.353
Ana Workman
34.831

91.598

2 CCATS

Holly
Pippa
Viper

Leanah Magon
Jessica Paulsen
Kathryn Snook

28.714
32.906
36.220

97.840

3 Cambridge

Rocky ADX JD
Roxy
Zoe ADX JDX

Paul Needham
Robyn Brettell
Paul Needham

32.011
33.936
34.457

100.404

4 Hawkes Bay 2

Abby
Q
Roxy

Lex Clare
Sharon Simonsen
Campbell List

30.535
35.460
36.260

102.255

5 Central HB

Loose
Taz
Breeze

Kim Loye
Kim Loye
Catherine Harty

29.949
32.519
41.113

103.581

Division Two
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6 Selwyn

Trixie
Ace
Beau

Misha Baxter
Misha Baxter
Carole Logan

37.780
38.618
38.620

115.018

7 Canterbury COC Wilco ADXG JDX
Dan
Wouldhe

Bruce Wilson
Norma Wilson
Robyn Sanders

37.074
37.759
40.299

115.132

8 North Taranaki 2 Jet
Song
Trump

Maree Butterworth
Rae Mayhead
Maree Butterworth

31.620
42.828
45.986

120.434

9 Wanganui 2

Jenna ADX-G
Heydoh ADXS,JDX,
Pippi ADXG,JDX,F

Bronwyn Morgan
Jonna Gibson
Jonna Gibson

41.440
48.750
56.410

146.600

1 Tauranga 3

Jacqui
Kobi JD
Tulli ADX JDX FD

Rusty Jones
Jocelyn Jensen
Shelley Clark

31.428
33.434
34.496

99.358

2 East BOP

Joy JDX
Rogue
Wallace

Tina Mitchell
Trish Bush
Sue Whitwell

22.280
39.030
41.380

102.690

3 North Shore

Josie
Peggy
Rowan

Bruce Ronald
Alison Swinyard
Bruce Ronald

33.400
35.644
35.649

104.693

4 Southland

Ruffy JDX
Lulu
Chance

Joanne Rennell
Rae Evans
Elaine Youthed

36.013
41.350
48.531

125.894

5 Hawera 3

Khan AD JD
Zoe
Tri ADXG JDX

Carl Ranford
Ian Wooldridge
Michelle Sowerby

32.918
51.597
51.857

136.372

6 Horowhenua

Remedy AD JDX
Jen
Dart JDX RN FD

Ben Skjoth-Smith
Nicola Chalmers
Helen Carter

43.626
46.464
72.280

162.370

7 Waimak 3

Buddy
Rako
Niobe

Jacki Lassen
Heather Hood
Heather Hood

50.712
62.115
64.124

176.951

Division 3
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Division 4
1 Akarana

Sonic FDX
Rafa
Fredbug

Aaron Gaitau
Trisha Toan
Paul Culpan

21.744
41.703
42.897

106.344

2 Upper Hutt 4

Fergus
Holly
Benji

Anne Packer
Jane Aukett
Karen de Wit

42.228
42.577
45.397

130.202

3 Norwest

Bella
Zoe ADXB JD FD
Rufus

Colleen Lauder
Karen Smith
Sue Williams

40.655
48.670
55.648

144.973

4 North Taranaki 4 Diaz
Scarlett
Gympie

Rae Mayhead
Denise Davis
Laurel Austin

40.376
53.858
57.339

151.573

5 Mt Maunganui 4 Skip JD
Willie
Tia - Ron

Mandy Ward
Anne Harold
Ron Kenny

46.927
50.190
58.049

155.166

6 Blenheim 4

Heidi
Tia
Meg

Sandra Goodwin
Karina Greenall
Fiona Brown

52.533
56.117
61.902

170.552

7 Nelson 4

Haze
Jet
Brandi

Linda Mortimer
Claire Taylor
Nikki Steyn

46.710
47.311
86.163

180.184

8 Hawkes Bay 4B Soda
Biggie
Toffee

Jacky Carbin
Chrissy Harris
Rosemary Wood

38.275
69.533
73.140

180.948

9 CHB Orange Roughies
55.710
204.420
Johnny
Misschiff

Toby

Duncan Renner

Julie Goodwin
Jude Holland

70.496
78.214
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As I said in my last this will be my last ramblings as the flygility
person for NALA and I did ask for a keen person to put up there
hand to take over the role. There doesn’t appear to be any “keen”
people out there so maybe a person who is not so keen may be prepared to take on the role for a while. If you are that person then
you please contact Karen de Wit or myself.
As a reward for the dog I have preferred to us a tug toy of some sort
for training flygility. I have found that I can then control how much
or how little reward the dog gets and the dogs love the interaction
between them and the handler. When it comes to flygilty, you do
need a strong reward at the end of the course. I often hear the comment “my dog loves the ball” which is a great start when training
flygility. However, it can also be a bit of a curse as well. If the dog
loves the ball so much, then what is the motivation for them to take
it to the handler who ultimately takes it off them? Yes the dog
brings the ball back but often they are not “driving” back to the handler. That is where the tug toy comes into play. If a dog is keen on
the tug toy that is the motivation to get back to the handler as quick
as possible and the retrieving ball itself simply becomes the job.
We also have a special toy for some of our dogs that we only use for
flygility. The dogs love this and that all helps towards getting the
dog to drive back with the ball
However, all dogs are different and will work for different rewards.
Whatever that reward it must be more rewarding than the ball they
have in their mouth. If you use another tennis ball then you need to
make that a lot more enticing by bouncing it, throwing up and
down, rolling, whatever your dog responds to. If you use food there
is still hope for you too. At a recent seminar I attended the instructor had a rule where you had to reward your dog for 5 seconds after
each run. Easy if your dog tugged a toy but the question I asked
was how you did that with a food reward. The answer was actually
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quite simple; you just played with the dog and food for that duration. You can tease the dog a bit, give it small morsels at a time,
make it chase the food hand around, whatever you can to get excited
about finally getting the food reward. Quite simple really.
And my last words on rewards are make sure you are rewarding the
right behaviours. If our dog doesn’t do things correctly they get no
reward. If they get it right, then they get a big reward. Too often I
have seen a dog do a poor run and still get the same reward as for
doing a blinding run. What in practice encourages the dog to continue doing the blinding runs??
Challenge Courses – May/August/November/January/March
The monthly courses can be downloaded from the files section of the NALA
group. These can be accessed from the following web address:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility/files/Flygility/Monthly%20Courses/
These have been uploaded as word documents and you should contact me if you
require the courses in a different format.

STANDARD FLYGILITY RESULTS—
Plc Team
1 Tga 3

Total
1.025

2 Tga 1

1.250

3 Tga 2

2.060

4 Top DAWG

32.530

5 Hawkes Bay 1

34.551

6 Counties Knight Rockers 35.496

7 Hawkes Bay 2

36.083

8 Wairarapa 1

36.280

Dog
Tulli ADX JDX FD
Harley ADX JD F
Kaz FDX
Cindy JD FDX
Lucky ADX FD JD
Jacqui
FeeBee JD
Fergus JD
Becky
Spicy JDX ADX FD
Seeka
Mya ADXG JDX
Q
QuBa
Roxy
Knight
FDCH Minx
Roxy
Pepper
Ringo
Samson
Jamaica

Handler
Shelley Clark
Helen Fabling
Geoff Gillies
Geoff Gillies
Helen Moorhead
Rusty Jones
Helen Moorhead
Shelley Clark
Zina Gota
Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell
Sharon Simonsen
Colleen O`Connor
Campbell List
Allan Rohde
Margaret Anderson
Marilyn Lambert
Heather McGrannachan
Dot Janssen
Colleen O`Connor
Dianne Reid
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
27
28
29
30
31
32

Blast
Sharleen Drummond
Tasman ADX JDX Sharleen Drummond
Mount High
36.440 Beta
Deb Jackson
Cheeky ADXG.JDX Deb Jackson
Ziggy
Sue Andresen
Counties Aquilas
36.594 Cougar
Marilyn Lambert
Flare TCQ FDCH
Elaine Rohde
Rogue
Di Stephens
Ball fighters
37.280 Niko ADXAg, JDX Sandra Mohekey
Shaylar FD
Barbara James
Chloe JDX FDX
Lynda Cummins
Deputy DAWG
38.383 Flint
Alannah Knapp
Zoe
Joanne Kilmister
Dash
Donna Tofts
Wairarapa 2
38.870 India JDX
Dianne Reid
Milly JD
Caragh Briggs
Sam JD
Stacie Clark
Under DAWG
39.890 Kepa ADX
Alannah Knapp
Sage
Joanne Kilmister
Zephyr FDX
Marian Holman
North Shore
40.070 Cody
Joanne Turner
FDCh Dash
Kay Ungemuth
Bess
Dave Swinyard
41.430 Boston
Christine Hutchings
Chan
Raewyn Saville
Astro
David Prendergast
Taranaki Hard Core
42.970 Song
Rae Mayhead
Gyp
Vivienne Robertson
Rosie
Patricia Martin
Wangavegas2
44.000 Heydoh ADXS,JDX, Jonna Gibson
Yani ADX, FDX
Silvia Rizzi
FD Molly
Bruce Lacey
Feildabull
46.060
Shadow , Finn, Harley
UH fliers
46.720
Jete', Stacey, Zeba
Counties Bouncy Buzzers 48.142
Bounce, Buzz, Windi
CHB RETARDS
48.960
Finn, Toonie, Loose
Wangavegas1
51.370
Bailey Bleu , Boomer, Lucy
Unforgettabull
55.530
Pepsi, Jordy, Albert
Horo
56.500
Skip, Basil, Nitro
Counties Turbo Poosters
58.646
Peaches, Scooter, Turbo
Waimak 1
69.947
Zest, Saffy, Diesel
Waimak 2
90.385
Radler, Quiz, Angel
Taranaki Blazers
93.560
Breeze, Samos, Lace
Wairarapa 3
95.930
Fern, Smudge, Whizz
norwest 2
123.775
Barra, Floyd, Pippa
norwest 1
124.059
Teddy FD, Ty, Zoe
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STOP PRESS!!!!
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE DUE!!
Please use the form in this magazine to rejoin NALA. You have until the 27th of the month, but don't
leave it till the last minute!!
TRIATHLON.
A new competition starts this
month.
You will need to compete in the
Gamblers (this month) the Jumpers Pairs next month and the
Snooker the following month. Send
in your results to
kpdewit@xtra.co.nz and you are
in with a chance to win.
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the contributor. Limit
number of words to 500 or one A4 page. Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans. Supply as
Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait size, or
Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by
contributors and retains the right not to publish submissions for reasons
of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made payable to
NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE: located at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility
RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page ~ $15 - 1/2 page

~$20 - full page
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